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Student appeal 
• "Teen2Teen Friends" - a fictional

online social network with a cast of

international characters who use

English to communicate with each

other - just as people do in the real

world

• An emphasis on up-to-date

conversational social language that

appeals to teens' social nature

• A contemporary teen perspective

that addresses teens' reality and

interests

Topic Snup-.hul 

I. II_._.. ... _'"'_,..... 

,een.e ,een ,s an origma, rour-1eve1 course ror (eenagers 1n 1ower seconoary. t:acn 

level of Teen2Teen is designed for 40-60 hours of classroom instruction. 

Teen2Teen covers levels A 1 through Bl in the Common European Framework for 

Reference (CEFR). 

Key instructional features 

Student support 
• A carefully-paced grammar syllabus that students of all ability levels can master

• Explicit, illustrated vocabulary presentations with audio - for study, review, and

test preparation

• Easy-to-understand exercise directions that don't require teacher translation

• Listening comprehension activities that help students cope with real spoken

language

• Extensive pronunciation exercises that model correct speech

• Controlled, comprehensible readings and exercises that help prepare students for 

authentic texts and standardized tests

on an easy-to-use learning management system, with more 

than 250 activities. See page xiii for more information. 

Teacher support 
• Step-by-step Teaching Notes, with

at-a-glance answer keys for easy

lesson planning

• Picture-dictionary-style captioned

vocabulary illustrations for memorable

and effective presentations

• Concise grammar charts with simple

explanations, clear examples, and warnings

about common errors

• A flexible methodology for teachers

with a variety of teaching approaches

• Course components:

- Student Book and Workbook

with Extra Practice CD-ROM

- Teacher's Edition with Teacher's

Resource CD-ROM, with a variety of

Worksheets for further support,

Interactive Grammar Presentations for

classroom presentation, extensive

photocopiable and editable Tests, and

printable Vocabulary Flashcards.



Approach and methodology 
The Teen2Teen Student Book was written specifically for 
teenagers learning English outside of the English-speaking world, 

where exposure to English and opportunity to practice take place 

almost entirely in the setting of a classroom. This Teacher's Edition

was written specifically for you, the teacher in the foreign language 

setting, who is the most important model of English for students 

and their guide in becoming English speakers. 

In order to help students notice, remember, and use English, the 

12 units in the Teen2Teen Student Book integrate and recombine 

target language in all parts of the unit. Following is a description 

of the parts of a unit and general teaching suggestions for 

maximizing their value in the classroom setting. In addition to the 

general suggestions in this section, you will find specific step-by

step teaching procedures for each page of Teen2Teen Four in the 

Teaching Notes section (pages 4-103) of this Teacher's Edition.

Topic Snapshots 
All units contain two Topic Snapshots, one in the form of an 

authentic reading text such as a survey, self-test, advertisement, 

or form, and another in the form of a conversation using natural, 

authentic, spoken language. The Topic Snapshots introduce 

the topic of the unit and include one or more examples of its 

target vocabulary, grammar, and social language. Pictures aid 

comprehension of any new language in the Topic Snapshots. 

All the Topic Snapshot conversations are recorded on the audio, 

so in reading and listening to the conversations, students 

build their comprehension of real spoken English and hear an 

authentic model of natural rhythm and intonation. Topic Snapshot 

conversations are not intended for student repetition (each unit 

contains another conversation for that purpose, later, in Teen2Teen). 

Instead, the Topic Snapshots are intended to familiarize students 

with the language of the unit and whet their appetites for the teen

relevant topic to come. Comprehension exercises follow each Topic 

Snapshot presentation, ensuring active learning. 

General teaching suggestions 

Note: The suggestions in this Approach and methodology section 

are general. Specific teaching procedures are suggested for every 

exercise in the Teaching Notes section of this Teacher's Edition.

As a warm-up, ask students to study the pictures. Depending on 

the ability and level of your class, you can ask questions about one 

or more of the pictures, or ask students to describe what they see. 

This helps to build students' expectations and thereby aids their 

comprehension when they begin to read and/ or listen to the 

Topic Snapshot. In some classes, you may wish to ask students to 

summarize what they see in the pictures in their first language. 

Next, have students read and (in the case of conversations, listen 

to) each Topic Snapshot. As an alternative, you can read either or 

both of the Topic Snapshots aloud. Don't interrupt the reading or 

pause the audio in this first step, but rather let students get the 

"main idea" as they follow in their books. Ask them if they would 

like to read and/ or listen again. Playing the audio a second time 

permits students to pay attention to parts they may not have fully 

understood the first time. If there are questions about the meaning 

of unknown words, check to see if pictures or other features of the 

Topic Snapshot contain clues to meaning. The illustrations were 

especially drawn to support meaning of new words. Look at the 

following example of how embedded pictures define the meaning 

of words and expressions in a Topic Snapshot text: 

, - . , recycle? 
0 Food products 
Pute,vgshtib.CDffN�tJN�&.fr1.1itsandwo«t>bles. 
andotherWll>Wffoodffommuhln110.ao,mpm1�oubld6. 

'rowCDtUN�l'Dmcat,foo,dffl� 
JO)QIClllf'fll'OW)OUl'°"'9� .....,._ ... / 

0 Gt.ssand pl•stlc 
PutglauandpYitkbottles 
fottra.Juk•.w,dl,.•nd 
'Mt«lnt,p«ltlrecyctlr,g 
�LYouan•llol'l<YCM' 
CMIDt�tkfood 
aNlt.Nnffs w th.y Mw ct.. 
r.c)da�ono.m. 

D Papw products 
Tllt rwwf9i'P"J,. n"'9Won, 
old ... tlNS.prif\t ... p&fH(, 
Uld�tyfoodbollti 
�th••nd�N them. 

And in this Topic Snapshot conversation, you can see how the 

photo helps students understand the meaning of"Who left the 

water running?" 

� 3. mmmJl Read and listen to the convers•tion. 

Dad: Who �It the water running? 
Gary: Oops. I gut"..ss I forgot 
Dad: G.vy, you're wasUng water. Think .1bout 

the enwonment. What If everyone �It 
thdl" water running? 

Gary: You're r1ght. Ch:t. 
Dad: And don't rorge.t 10 recy,cle that soda 

can, OK? We're not supposed to put soda 
� In the f'C9'•lar g.·ubagc. 

Gary: OK. Hey, you know wh:lt? M.lybe I should 
write a note and pul II � t� garbage can. 
Thal mlghl help us !!,! remember. 

Dad: Excclfcnt Ideal 

In this way, translation of new language can be kept to a minimum, 

decreasing the need for students'first language in the English 

class and increasing exposure to English, which is so important for 

learners in the foreign language setting. 

In addition to aiding comprehension, observing background 

pictures helps students build the skill of understanding meaning 

from context, a key reading strategy. 

In the case of Topic Snapshot conversations, after the initial 

presentation via reading and listening, you may wish to play the 

audio and permit students to listen again, either with books open 

or closed. Listening again helps accustom students to the rhythm 

and intonation of natural spoken English. 

If you choose to ask comprehension questions, avoid giving the 

impression that the questions are a "test:· Rather, permit students to 

keep their books open to search in the text for answers. Interacting 

with the text in this way increases students' exposure to, and 

familiarity with, the new language and helps build their confidence 

in approaching a text with some unknown language. Provide 

encouragement, always reminding students that they do not need 

to know or understand every word in order to get the gist of what 

they read or hear. Specific suggestions for each Topic Snapshot can 

be found in the Teaching Notes. 

Presenting Topic Snapshot conversations with a 
"listening first" focus 

Sometimes, you may wish to vary procedures and present the Topic 

Snapshot conversation initially with books closed, while students 

listen to the audio. A "listening-first" presentation is substantially 

more challenging, so it is suggested that students have a few 

moments to become familiar with the picture that accompanies 

the conversation before listening to the audio. Discourage reading 

of the conversation at this time, however. Students will need to 

listen several times. Again, if you ask comprehension questions, 

avoid giving the impression that your questions are a "test'.' Avoid 

detail questions, concentrating only on the main idea of the 
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conversation. If appropriate, you can let students listen again 
to confirm their understanding. (Note: Every unit of Teen2Teen 

includes carefully-written Listening comprehension activities that are 
designed to build students' listening ski I Is. It is not necessary to use 
the Topic Snapshots as a Listening comprehension activities. However, 
if you prefer to do so, a full discussion of methodology of Listening 

comprehension can be found on pages xi-xii.) 

Learners almost always want to translate every word they hear or 
read, believing that not "knowing" the translation of each word into 
their own language means that they have not "understood:' One 
of the most important listening skills grows out of knowing that 
understanding and translating are two separate things, and that 
one can get meaning from hearing or reading in a foreign language 
without being able to translate all the details. 

As a follow-up to the procedures described above, students can 
complete the comprehension exercise that follows. Since the goal 
of the Topic Snapshots is exposure and comprehension, not active 
production of language, exercises only check comprehension. 
Exercises come in a variety of formats: multiple choice; true/ false; 
true/ false/ no information; matching; classifying; and the like. 
Answers to all Topic Snapshot exercises in the unit can be found in 
the Teaching Notes. 

In Teen2Teen Friends units 

In every third unit (Units 3, 6, 9, and 12), the Topic Snapshots are set 
in the fictional Teen2Teen Friends social media website. Continuing 
characters from around the world use English to communicate 
about themselves, their lives, opinions, and experiences on the site. 
These characters are all introduced in the Welcome Unit. 

Topic Snapshot 

l. Read and listen to the post. 

Abby Morg,n .., N«yone! rm n,w 
10 Tttnllttn Fr1tnch. fm po,.ffig t,om 
Chlago. In the !Jntttd S�K. I ;i.sttd my 
dad that question, He1e's whit M tokf me. 

M)' dad Ml)'i whtn ht -;t boy, Ch,Qgo lfMed lo� 
thl!s.etond blg�t population In the U.S. aftt'f New 
Yort Oty. Than why people�" Chiaigo th• r\lckNmt
·M<Ond Qty: To<by. 1he popubinon If gtttklq stNlleL 
imd Chtc�o 1�·1 aJ big .as Los Ang�n, the nrw ·numbtr 
two.• But people sllll ull ChkM;}o �«ond Clly: 

Mymldaho�O.ic,gownn'tu;ir-soml!asttlsnow. 
Fotn.1mple, ltdldn't us.toh.wf!Mllltnt1lum P�k.. TO<Uy, 
the �t � one ofChl<>90'5 gtN�t 1ounst �mactloM. 
tt'5 huge and hu lncredl� KUlpturM, Ike the famous 
Ooud �te. I posted a plcturt. b 1h.iit coot or wh.111 

0IJr oty's ta I.st build ng. tM WiJlls To�. u� to be the 
tllllltst buDdlng In tht woe-Id. Ho¥.�. IO<Wy tt Isn't H t;an 
,n��PffSlnOtht'ftoUntms. 

On• thing that's stll the u� though, lsthoe'<"N!.11ther. 
In m, Wlnlfr. Chlago an g,t �y. vrry cold and 
Windy. l'Nt's btous, It's nex1 to a hug, b�e all� 
LKc Mkhlg.11n. As• fflllttt' of fKt. Oil ago h.11,s anothtt' 
nklt� In addition to 'Second Qty· Evtfyone calls n 
tti, "Windy Oty." But In lht KlfflmN, � Jt's rNly hot, 
m, Wlod f,om the�, hdps kttp thln91 cool!-!! 

Vocabulary 

Each unit's vocabulary contains key words and phrases for the 
unit's topic. Teen2Teen's approach is to teach vocabulary explicitly: 
each new word or phrase is illustrated and captioned to ensure 
students recognize meaning, and the pronunciation is modeled on 
the audio. This approach is especially effective for students learning 
English in the foreign language setting, where students have few 
opportunities to learn vocabulary outside of an English class. 

Because no prior knowledge of vocabulary is expected, students 
are not asked to match the new vocabulary with pictures. Rather, 
the explicit presentation of meaning and pronunciation described 
above precedes any practice of vocabulary. Teaching always 
precedes "testing." 

The vocabulary pictures and audio serve several purposes: 

1. They make it unnecessary for teachers to translate new words
into students'first language or to search for pictures to present
vocabulary on their own;

2. They help students achieve accurate pronunciation and avoid 
confusion about English spelling; 

3. They remain in the book for students to review and use to 
prepare for exams. Vocabulary sections contain a variety
of exercises.

As students' vocabularies grow, a feature called And don't forget. 

reminds them of previously-learned related vocabulary, ensuring 
adequate recycling: 

Vocabula.-y SomeOlympicsports 

6. judo 7. high jump 8. long jump 9. hurdles 

General teaching suggestions 

Understanding meaning 

10, 100-mel�r n.m 

An essential step in the learning of new vocabulary is hearing it, 
especially while seeing it in print as well. In each vocabulary section, 
students are first directed to Look at the pictures. Read and listen. 

Focus students' attention on the pictures and the captions. 
Make sure students understand what is being shown. Ask them if 
they understand the meaning of each word. Because the illustrations 
have been carefully designed to "define" each word or phrase, there 
should be few doubts. If any occasionally exist, you can use a gesture, 
mime meaning, or provide an example relating to people or objects 
in the classroom to help confirm meaning of the new word or 
phrase. Suggestions are included in the Teaching Notes. 

It is tempting for teachers to "check comprehension" of the 
vocabulary words by asking students to state the meaning of 
each new word in the students'first language. Indeed, students 
themselves often expect such a translation of each new word from 
the teacher. Although it is not harmful to occasionally translate 
words, observation has shown that when every new word is 
automatically translated into students'first language, learners listen 
for that rather than the new English word. If students do not pay 
attention to the new English word, the impact and memorability of 
the vocabulary presentation suffers. 

The following example of a Teen2Teen Vocabulary presentation 
demonstrates why translation of vocabulary is not necessary or 
helpful. Each captioned picture clarifies meaning effectively, leaving 
no doubts. Translation into first language would only divert students' 
attention away from the English words or phrases they are learning. 

�) J.. Look at tho photos. Road and listen. 

12. �l pol.Sh 



You may wish to vary your presentation of Vocabulary. On occasion, 

you can have students cover the captions with a piece of notebook 
paper, looking at the illustrations or photographs while they listen to 

the audio or to you read the words. Another way to make vocabulary 
memorable is to have students make their own flashcards, drawing 

their own pictures or using their own photographs or ones from the 
Internet or magazines similar to the ones in the Teen2Teen Student

Book. Students can use their flashcards to quiz each other, further 

reinforcing the language. Alternatively, student-made flashcards can 
be posted on the walls of the class as a "word wall" to continually 
remind students of meaning. 

Pronouncing the vocabulary 

After students understand the meaning of each new word and 
phrase, a Pronunciation exercise directs students to Listen and 

repeat. Learners in the foreign language setting, unlike learners in 

an English-speaking environment, need an opportunity to say the 

new words. The value of repetition cannot be exaggerated: for its 
ability to cement meaning; enable accurate pronunciation; and 

memorialize the sound of a word without the confusion of English 
spelling. The Pronunciation exercise should never be skipped. 
Pronunciation can be done easily as whole-class choral repetition 
because each Vocabulary item is short and there is a pause on the 
audio in which students can repeat. 

Practicing the vocabulary 

A variety of exercises permits practice of the new words and 
phrases. Often these include a Listening comprehension exercise. 
In the example below, following a presentation of ways to celebrate 
a holiday, students listen to three radio interviews about holidays, 

then demonstrate their understanding of the new vocabulary. 

1111)� 3. i!\11 b -Ii@· I I U.ten to tha Aidio lntwvi- about thr- hofuhp. 
OMdt the ways peopi. c.lebrata &aeh holkhiy, according to the dM<ripdons. 

1. On8,;nt.6!iO,,,,p«,p,e1nF� .. 

o ..... -
121 wadlp.indn, 
D ....sti�xtiolheta�holi!My 
O�r.-cworb 

□--
□ �fhedc,J,d 

2.0nObon.peopioln� .. -
o,�thacl.ad 

□--
□ ..... -
□-
□Rnde.ds 

o'Weaf'cG:IZUmd 

3.0n�r-,,&olnlhaUS..,. 

□-
□-...-
o ........
□ .,,._,,
o .... ,.,.
□-....... ,.

Vocabulary exercises are graded in difficulty and include a variety 
of receptive and productive responses. This grading builds 

students' confidence and mastery of new words and phrases. In the 
example below, students move from understanding (Exercise 1 ), 

to pronouncing (Exercise 2), to a receptive exercise (Exercise 3), 
to a more challenging productive exercise (Exercise 4). In the last 
exercise About you!, students can demonstrate their ability to use 
the vocabulary in free, personalized expression. 

�--

-rr' 
.. 

...... , ... ' 

.. ,, ;'I ,, , 

,· , ... 

-----

5.�ll}oii,,on$()ffl0Qne 

lta�-�*

--� 

._ __

3. � the Voc:abu\ary worck al\d ptw.se. thlll: t..l compi.t. eac.h dMcripdoa. 
1. Nldcl!lt�ll'n!ryonelh.xU.:ik."'fgif!l'no,,d. That',noc1rua!Keneechk1Uop 

�U--.1-nlngmd 
2. No0n!!Nphelotomo:..wt.,bew:r,on. thl'M!""""9/'9norin9rne? 
3. ,..,_,.1.ok!G.oncthc',P>51to<S<>-.mc-Ollngb.:.dkllwnlf�i:tdonn"l�l,lrn�Ml!Jnth 

tloncedl.to1,1op�in9/�jOMSonpec:ipld 
... Mindyto,i1�;aboul.""Pfobmnsaillomr.��,t-/�-.bovt� 

tnffld1l1'1-nocnghd 
5. 'l\,d,J ¥,,,,,, pur �I In "')' s,otjJt/ lh IMJl riu 10 r- / pl-,, _lokas WI peoplet 
6 .  � •��• rnelnwmd.ld.�#ld Pf$1'mnotgood� sports.Ir� oon,w.en 

whet'lh-=tNM'll/puyllj,>11e,,Ot11Ptelnftar,loloeherpeopl,c,. 

4. Look •t uef"d:N 3 °" pag• 70 ..-in. Co.-.pleu. .-ch �ement •bout the thA.e 
Uudent-. uttng the Vocabul•ry. 

1, Somd!ffle!S«hcr ldd1,;"1m,_,,a..:i1�-�.-'ld�lhey----'"· 
2. Tlt$olMl� ____ othefbh. 

•·. 
3.£\tJh'\MtnoKmu ____ ........... 

. A Kaw you -- •o-• burty•nother p-.oo?WlMit Moppened? 
-�� �W'"'!'?fr,,l.'��\'flYA.nt.fr.-M llnl,\!!:JNJ:<r>._. 

Printable Vocabulary Flashcards 

You'll find printable Vocabulary Flashcards on the Teacher's Resource

CD-ROM, in this Teacher's Edition. Use these as a tool to present. 
practice, and test the key vocabulary items in Teen2Teen. 

At least one time in each unit, following 

Vocabulary or Grammar, an exercise 
called About you' appears. It is important 
for students to have opportunities to 
personalize what they have learned. 

General teaching suggestions 

�A 
About yo� 

Students should complete About you! activities individually. 

If you feel it is appropriate for your class, you can invite individual 
students to share what they wrote with the whole class. Each 

time you do this, you can ask different students to speak so that 
all students get an opportunity to express themselves in English 

throughout the school year. 

Grammar 

Although English course books commonly present grammar solely 
with examples and paradigms in a chart, students often have 
questions about the grammar being taught: when to use it, what 
its purpose is, how it differs from other grammar points. When 

grammar presentations do not explain the grammar, but merely list 
examples of it, teachers often find it necessary to conduct grammar 
lessons entirely in the students'first language. Though there is no 

harm in clarifying rules in the first language when questions exist, it 

is the goal of Teen2Teen to provide understandable rules in English 
in order to reduce the necessity for first language instruction - so 

as to increase students' exposure to English, which is so important 

in the foreign language setting. 

Every new grammar point is presented with a chart containing 

examples of the grammar as well as, when appropriate and 

necessary, simple clear rules that students can understand. Target 
grammar is color highlighted to focus students' attention on each 
relevant structure. 

In the following example, the grammar rule explains at a level 

understandable to students the usage of for and since with the 

present perfect. The meaning of "periods of time" and "time when 

action began" is clarified by the color highlighting in the examples, 

ensuring students focus on the relevant material. 

fM■ndsitca 

Gram 1nar The present perfect:for o.nd since; 
Information questions with How long 

1. Study the grammar. 

When you describe actions t�t began in the past and continue in 
the present use for and since to clarify the length of t!mc . 

• Use How long with the prcsc:nt pe,-fcct to ask questions about 
something that beg.n in the past and continues in the present 
How tong � you been on the ISiand? 

wwcw 
• Don't use since If you don't ray when the action began. 

Jose Luis has � in Cuenca for a week. 

Also in this example, a Language tip warns students of a common 
learner error with use of since. 

As you can see, the clarity and simplicity of explanations makes 

translation of the grammar lesson into students'first language 

unnecessary. An added benefit to providing grammar explanations 

in the Student Book is that students have a ready reference at their 
fingertips for review and test preparation. 
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Furthermore, throughout Teen2Teen, whenever students may need 
to recall previously learned grammar, a Reminder brings that back for 
them. In this example, students are learning to make comparisons 

with as ... as. A Reminder note helps them recall that they have 
already learned to make comparisons with comparative adjectives. 

G ru 01 ntur Comparisons with as ... as 

1. Study the grammar. 

Use as + adjective + as to say that two things are equal or the same. 
My dassmatcs this year are as nice - rTf'/ c\as�cs last year. 
Miami i• as hot u Nc.w ooca n-. In August. 

Use not as + adjective + os to s.a.y that two things ...ro not equal or not the s.une. 
Willis lower In Oilcag<', Isn't as tall as One World Trade Ccnh•.r. 
Jazz olnd classical musk: aren't as popular- u hip-hop music. 

� 2, &dZ•'fjl'fjfl@'.tt ljsten to th. grammar examples. Repeat. 

General teaching suggestions 
Focus students' attention on the grammar chart. If it contains an 

illustration or photo showing the grammar in a conversational 

context, read the conversation aloud so students can see a "living" 

example of the grammar. Read any grammar rules aloud. Before 

explaining further, have students look at the examples in the chart. 

You may wish to copy one or more of the examples on the board, 
circling the forms that are color highlighted in the examples in the 
chart, to be sure students visualize the grammar being presented. 
All learners benefit from visual presentations, so using colored 

markers can be an effective way to focus attention on the main 
forms you are pointing out. (For example, you could write the 

sentence in black, but write the verbs in blue or red.) You may wish 
to add your own examples and invite students to come to the 

board to circle the target forms. In stronger groups, students can 
to come to the board and create additional examples of their own 

that exhibit the grammar point. Specific suggestions are made in 
the Teaching Notes. 

So that students will have a permanent grammar reference in 

their Student Book from which to study and review grammar, 
the grammar charts follow a deductive approach: a grammar rule 

is explicitly presented and then followed by clear examples that 
illustrate the "rule:' If you prefer an inductive approach, you can 
easily vary the order of how you present the material by pointing 

out the examples first and then asking questions in English or the 

students'first language to encourage them to infer a "rule:· 

Noticing activities: Topic Snapshots at the beginning of each unit 
always contain at least one example of the unit's grammar point. 
One helpful noticing activity is to ask students to return to the 
Topic Snapshot near the beginning of the unit and find one or more 
examples of the grammar within the conversation. 

For example, here is the grammar presentation of the present 

perfect for the indefinite past: 

Gran1111ar The present perfect for the indefinite past: statements 

1. Study tho grammar. 
• Use the present pe rfect for actions that occurred and ended at an indefinite time 

in the past. 
Greg has ac:t•d In three plays. (indl)finlte time = we don't know exactly when) 

• Form the present perfect with have or has nnd the past PQrtidple of o. verb. 
For re gu lar vcrt>s, the past participle Is the same form as the simple pest tense. 

Affirmative istateft'Hl:nts 

�°: have chatted wilh her before. 

-They 

She has looked at the photos. 

;;:: haven't watch•d many movies. 

They 

He hasn't vlslted Peru. 

Many verbs h ave Irregular past partidplcs. 
W e've eaten s nails. We haven't e aten peanut butler. 
He'• gone paraghdlng. He hasn't gone snorkeling. 

W• w• th• simpl• past t..n•• ,_ ac:dons dwt occurr•d 
and •nCMd at a rJ.finlt• tlm• In th• p•st. 

I postod a commfflt yast.,-day. (yesterd1y = � definite time) 

® ln-egua.r ..,.,bs 
past partklplea 

be ➔b .. n 

I
""• ➔had 

come --. come IT'M!'ltt ➔ m•t 
do .+ done � ➔ s-n 
031 ➔ ••t.n i;pc<lk -+ spollen 
get ➔ gott.n take ➔ t.ken 
go ➔ gone win _., won 
See page 114 for a complete list. 

-1 � Contractions 
We have gone. -. We've gone. 
She ha.s won. -. She's won. 

Aher presenting this grammar, you can ask students to revisit the 

Topic Snapshot from the beginning of the unit to find examples of 
the grammar in the context of the conversation: 

Mr. Pinto: 013na. your English Is excellent And you're not a sh y person. 
Be brave! Soojln won't can! If you make a few m istakes. Believe 
me. She11 make some, tool Everything will be nne, 

Identifying the target grammar in the context of the Topic 

Snapshot conversation provides more exposure to the grammar, 

helping to make it memorable and providing a model of the use 

of the grammar in real communication. Many specific teaching 

suggestions accompany the grammar charts in the Teaching Notes. 

Pronunciation 

A Pronunciation exercise is included in grammar sections, 
permitting students to hear the pronunciation, rhythm, and 

intonation of the grammar examples from the grammar chart 

or from one of the grammar exercises that follow it. Hearing and 

repeating the examples of the grammar further reinforces the 

grammar itself and provides a memorable model of how that 
grammar is used in natural spoken English. 

Grading of exercises 

Grammar exercises are carefully graded from easier to more 

challenging. They generally move, when appropriate, from ones 
requiring recognition to ones requiring production of the target 
grammar. For that reason, it is suggested that the exercises be 
done in order. All exercises require a written response. Many have 

a picture stimulus. Some exercises require listening. Whenever 

possible, the grammar exercises also integrate the unit's vocabulary 

for memorability and further reinforcement of meaning and use. 

Answers to all Grammar exercises are in the Teaching Notes. 

Some Grammar exercises are presented through Listening 

comprehension. Students listen to conversations or monologues 
that use the target grammar, and they demonstrate understanding 
with a written response. 

Grammar bcsupposcdto 

1. Study UM g,......,_,._ 
• u- ti. AfPPOnd � + • -- fotm 

touprns.,..�tationof 
eonoectbeh.wiaf. 

-� 3. 8ifii 11§1\·iflt,Hf,j@tjfi U:sr.n to tM con¥91'NU- and complet. UI• stat.nMnts. 
Us• afftrmathoe or naptJw forms of bra •Uf'PO"d to. U.. contradlona:. 
1. 51-,:t: IJ.IJ?Smr1 lfl eorne hQffle: bdOfl'! 6W 
2. n..,, _____ e:111 !hdr mom rw;,w. 
3. "�----- '"' """' ·  

•· Thoyc...._ ____ weaarther�lngD:,yT-shirts1_, 
5. 

Grammar exercises can be done by students working individually, 

or, as an alternative, you may wish to do the exercises with the class 

as a whole, with students providing answers aloud. All Grammar 

exercises provide the first answer so students can understand what 

is expected. It is recommended that you complete the first item 



X 

4. fflN§Qf·h:rbJiH:i Complete each statement with the correct word or phrase. 

1, The Iguassu River has two... 5. Two popular tour1st actMllcs In the National 
�Uons. b. waterfals. Parks are .. 

2. Tourists can sec the lalls from ... place. 
b. more than one 

3. T� ... al the fa.tis is more comfortable In the 
winter months than In !he summer months. 
a. weather b. w3ter 

4. There are I ewer c�ar d¥ 3.t the falls In .. 
a. winter. b. summer. 

a. hiking and swimming. 
b. �ewing animals and rafting on the river. 

6. The Brazilian park has lu!en 3 World Heritage 
SIie for ... than the Argentinean park. 
a. 3 :shorter time 
b. a longer lime 

All exercises can be used as traditional comprehension activities. 
However, if you wish to raise your students' awareness of these skills 
and strategies, there are specific teaching suggestions included in 
the Teaching Notes. 

All reading skills and strategies can be seen in the Learning 
Objectives on pages 2-3. 

•Theprescntperfect 
for�nd SUR 

• lrmrt!Wlon� 
:::;::�LI -.rilh ff(Jlflor,g 

• �� and pr<Mde 
:trNsonl0<btt,gble 

•Atnpt•n.apology 

General teaching suggestions 

Reading 

�a text's content 
$Upp01Sl9 ;ScltllorlntOfflloltlon 

WrttingP¥Je92 
•OrgolRz!ngdet.iilsln'PJ'wttlng 

Before reading, ask students to notice the accompanying art or 
photos. For example, students should recognize any previously 
taught Vocabulary. Ask them to describe what they see in the 
pictures, and ask them specific questions to elicit the Vocabulary 

or Grammar. 

Read the direction line for the first activity aloud, including the 
"focus" question. Ask students to look for the answer to the 
question as they read the article the first time. Then follow up 
and ask them to confirm that they have been able to answer the 
question. Suggestions for follow-up questions for Exercise 1 are 
made in the Teaching Notes. Allow students to read the text more 
than once if necessary to answer further questions. 

You may wish to vary your approach to introducing the Reading 

text. For example, instead of having students listen as they read, 
you can ask them to read without listening for the first time they 
read. Use the follow-up questions suggested in the Teaching Notes. 

Then ask them to read along with the audio for the second or third 
time they read. 

Another approach, for a stronger class, would be to have students 
listen first with books closed. You can follow the listening with 
some general questions and then ask students to read along with 
the audio aherward to confirm their answers. And of course you 
can skip the audio altogether if you are more comfortable with 
silent reading only. 

Reading exercises are designed to be completed individually. 
However, it is a good idea to vary your approach from unit to unit. 
Students can work in pairs aherwards to compare and discuss 
their answers, or they can work together from the beginning to 
complete the exercise. Another approach is to write the exercise 
items on the board and invite students to come individually to 
complete them. Or you can do an exercise as a whole class activity 
and ask the class to give you the answers to write on the board. 
Whenever you can, use the board as a way to help students see 
their answers in a different way. For example, in Exercise 3 for the 
Reading on Iguassu Falls, you can invite students to write true 
answers on the board (2. You con visit the foils from Argentina and 

Brazil.). Suggestions are given in the Teaching Notes. 

Teen2Teen 

Every unit concludes with a series of activities based on a model 
conversation that provide a social application of the language 

in the unit, using appealing authentic language appropriate to 

"teen-to-teen" communication. Teens are very social beings, so it 
is important for them to be able to apply the language they have 
learned in a communicative context that has social relevance to 

them. Although some unit grammar and vocabulary is included in 
the conversation, the primary purpose of the conversation is not 
grammar, but social language. Teen2Teen conversation models are 
short and easy to remember. An example follows: 

Remind someone of 
--=--■ expected behavior 

� 1. Read and listen to the convorsatlon. 

--� 
P Hey, Kevin, did you leave U1� lights on7 

Ways to q Oops. I guess I dki. 

���- .......... .P..�·!.�ry. Sometimes I forget, too. 

It's OK. 4'!t Well, thari<s I« reminding me. I know 
No problem. we're SUP?Osed to u� less dectrl<."ity. 

f,;'9 Aclu.Alty. ll might b-e a good klea to put 
up a note. Then everyone will remember. 

� 2 iAM:fl:i?'liJH1i Listen and repeat. 

Although this conversation is from a unit that presents 
environment vocabulary, be supposed to, and might for possibility, 
the conversation's primary purpose is to model and practice the 
following social language: get someone's attention to start a 
conversation; express regret about a mistake; reassure another 
person; express gratitude for a specific action; acknowledge 
the legitimacy of someone else's opinion; offer a solution and a 
rationale. 

All actors on the Teen2Teen Class Audio CDs are native speakers 
of standard American English. The pace of the conversations is slow, 
yet natural and authentic, so students will be able to imitate the 

speakers comfortably, yet accurately. 

General teaching suggestions 

Warm up 
Teen2Teen conversations are all accompanied by photographs 
that help set the scene for the conversation and give it a reality. 
The photos also serve an instructional purpose: they can be used 
to activate the language of the conversation. You can begin by 

directing students' attention to the photos and asking questions. 
When formulating your own questions, it is important to be 
realistic about what students are able to produce in their answers. 
As students become more advanced, more questions can elicit 
fuller and more complex responses. For the conversation above, 

realistic questions such as Are rhey at home or at school? Whor is 

their relationship? What ore they doing in the photo7 are appropriate 
because students have enough language to answer, based on the 
information in the photo. Specific questions for each Teen2Teen 
conversation are provided for you in the Teaching Notes. 

As an alternative, you could ask students to formulate their own 
questions about the photos. In this way, students are speculating 
about what the conversation will be about and developing an 
interest in reading and listening to it. 

Have students listen to the conversation as they read along in 
their books. As an alternative with stronger groups, you can vary 
and have students listen with books closed. An advantage of 
presenting the conversation with books closed is that students are 
not distracted by the written word and are therefore more attentive 
to the pronunciation, rhythm, and intonation of the language in 
the conversation. The closed-book presentation process also gives 
students additional practice in comprehending spoken language 
that integrates the vocabulary and grammar of the unit. It is a good 
idea to vary your initial presentation of the conversation, with an 
eye to keeping class sessions fresh and interesting. 

As an optional noticing activity, ask students to find and circle 
the target grammar they learned in this unit within the Teen2Teen 

conversation model (in this case, they should circle we're supposed 

to use less electricity). In this way, students will see the social and 
communicative value of having learned the grammar, rather than 
seeing it just as random course content with no practical use. 



Pronunciati n 

All Teen2Teen c nversations are followed by a Pronunciation 

activity. In this a tivity, students listen and repeat the conversation 
line by line. Tell tudents to listen carefully to and to imitate the 
pronunciation, ythm, and intonation of the speakers on the audio. 

When conducti g Pronunciation exercises, it is important to keep 
the pace of the repetition lively and to vary the procedure, in order 
to keep the pro ess from becoming boring and meaningless. 
Several alternat ve procedures are: 

1. Have the wh le class repeat each line after the audio;

2. Divide the cl ss into two groups, with the group on one side of
the class rea ing A's lines and the group on the other side of the
class reading B's lines, and then reversing roles of the groups;

3. Divide the cl ss into boys and girls, with the girls reading A's lines
and the boy reading B's lines, and then reversing roles of the
groups;

4. Have student read together in pairs as A and B and then reversing
roles. The go I is to permit students several opportunities to
repeat, whic further builds their memory of the social language
and increase the accuracy and comprehensibility of their
pronunciatio , rhythm, and intonation.

It is also import nt to pay attention to the effect students' 
pronunciation s on the social nature and intent of these 
conversations. 
intonation and 
politely asking i 
monotone. The 

ake sure students use socially appropriate 
itch with each line. For example, if one speaker is 
the other is busy, students should not speak in a 
should sound friendly and polite. 

Guided conve sation 

It is important t bridge the gap between simply repeating 
a conversation echanically and expecting students to role-
play freely using the language within it. Although we all want 
students to be a le to engage in conversation, expecting students 
(especially teen gers) to be able to engage in free uncontrolled 
role-play in a lar e classroom is somewhat unrealistic. Students 
need time and a safe and confidence-building opportunity to 
experiment wit a conversation model, personalizing it and 
altering it in min mal ways before being able to use it freely. Guided 

conversation, wh ch follows every Teen2Teen conversation, gives 
students that o ortunity. 

3. Look at the mlstakos on tho 
notepad. Write an e• ected behavior for each one. 
Then choose one an create a NEW corwersatlon, 
practicing be suppos d to. 

SA)Hey, ____ k!y=----
CE) Oops. I guess t did 
SA) ___ __,. Some lime� I furycl, too. 
C!t Well, !hanks for r� indmg mf:. t knc,.v 

� Actu3ity, 1t might a good Ide.- to put up 
.l note. Then e',/Cry nc will remember. 

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrnrrrrrrrrrrtt 

I. Ht,�q; lta¥e tho !;ghb on 
fqoecutiOII: -,:t'rt .. ll•j'CVJ 13 i,w, l4l i\rt.!r.c.,"f 

l. �lu.,.tn1t•1�on 
&p.ctotion: 

l. Hi.CNoe:lhro•JO<M�CMl.llinlhe� 
&peculioft: 

In this example a Guided conversation activity (which is an 
individual rather han a pair-work activity), each student has a 
chance to perso alize the original conversation, changing certain 
parts of it - but ith changes that only elicit previously learned 
language. In this ase, students write their own conversation, using 
their own notes om the notepad about expected behavior. 

When conductin the Guided conversation activity, be sure students 
understand that hey are expected to change the conversation, 
not write in the ords that were in the original model. You may 
need to remind s udents of this several times until they understand 
that the Guided c nversation is not a memory activity in which you 
are checking wh ther they remember the words of the original 

corwersatio11. 011 way to do tnis is to read the directions aloud 
Look at the mista es on the notepad. Write an expected behavior for 

each one. Then choose one and create a NEW conversation, practicing 

be supposed to. 

Another approach is to write the Guided conversation with its blanks 
on the board. Ask students to provide language for the blanks. If 
a student provides the exact same words that were in the original 
model, say Let's change that. What else can you say? Encourage 
students to think of additional alternatives for the blanks. In some 
groups, it may be necessary for you to model a change, writing 
your words into the blanks. Then, as students work individually 
on the Guided conversation activity, circulate around the room 
checking whether students are actually changing the conversation 
as required. Give praise for encouragement to students as they 
complete the exercise. 

The final exercise in Teen2Teen is an optional extension and practice 
of the Guided conversation. Students take turns reading with a 
partner the conversations they created in their Guided conversation 

exercise, providing more exposure to and practice of the social 
language of the unit. Specific suggestions are provided in the 
Teaching Notes. If you choose to include this activity, there are two 
alternative approaches. Students can work on their own in pairs 
while you walk around the class and listen in. Or you can invite pairs 
of students to read their conversations aloud for the class. 

� Read your new conversation with your partnor. q Then read the conversation In your partner's book 

Oral pair work 

Another optional extension of the Guided conversation is to use it 
as an oral pair-work activity. Put students into pairs and have each 
one of them take one of the roles, either "A" or "B." Have students 
each personalize their own roles, responding to the changes made 
by their partner, but always following the Guided conversation as 
a "script:' In this way students will improvise more spontaneously 
because they have to listen to what their partner says, but the 
activity will still be adequately controlled so students do not require 
any unknown language that will make the activity (or classroom 
management) difficult. When presenting the Guided conversation as 
a pair-work activity, ask students to change roles and practice the 
conversation again. Because each student will have made different 
changes to the conversation, they will in effect have produced 
two different conversations based on the same controlled model. 
If time permits, you may wish to have students "perform" their 
conversations for the class. 

Listening comprehension 

Suggested methodology 
In every unit there is at least one exercise labeled Listening 

comprehension dedicated to the listening skills. These exercises 
occur in both Vocabulary and Grammar sections. In addition to 
building the skill of understanding real spoken language, these 
exercises also enhance students' growth in other skill areas and help 
them remember target language they are learning. 

As with the other receptive skill, reading, students benefit 
from being exposed to a small amount of comprehensible, yet 
previously unknown, language. The exercises labeled Listening 

comprehension are carefully controlled to challenge yet not 
frustrate students. The language students hear in any Listening 

comprehension activity is comprehensible to students at that level. 

The audio is recorded at a natural, authentic pace. Listening 

comprehension tasks range from auditory discrimination to more 
inferential tasks. Most tasks require a receptive response, but some 
require a more productive one. The following is an example of two 
exercises with receptive responses (students choose the correct 
pictures and words). 

xi 



Cross-curricular 
Reading: Units 7-9 

Cross-curricular topic 

History/ Sports 

Aim 

Use English to learn about History/ Sports 

Warm-up 

Invite students to preview the map and 
the look at the photos. Ask Are you familiar 
with the sporting events in the photos? 
Ask a volunteer to read the captions. Ask 
Are either of these two sports still in the 

Olympics? (the discus). 

Exercise 1 � 3·16 

• Have students open their books and ask
the question in the direction line. Invite
students to make predictions.

• Play the CD or read the article aloud
while students follow.

• Finally, ask the question in the
direction line.

f·1@�WJi;I 
Men and boys who spoke Greek. 

• Option: Draw two columns, one
labeled men and the other women.
Invite students to fill in the columns
with rules for men and women in the
Ancient Olympics (e.g., Men: had to
speak Greek; didn't wear clothes; Women:
could not compete; could be spectators

if not married; death penalty if married
woman entered stadium).

Extra practice activity (all classes) 

• Divide the class into small groups of
three or four. Have students speculate
why only unmarried women were
allowed to watch the Olympic
Games (e.g., because the men
competed naked).

• Bring the class together and discuss.
Then ask Why do you think men
competed naked? Elicit or describe that
ancient Greek clothing consisted of
togas and robes in which it would be
difficult to compete athletically.

Exercise 2 

• Read the direction line aloud.

• Have students do the exercise.
Encourage them to scan the article
for the words if they have problems
with definitions.

• Go over the answers as a class.

Exercise 3 

• Read the direction line aloud and have
students do the exercise. They should
be able to do it without looking at
the article.

• Go over the answers as a class.

98 Cross-curricular reading 
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History: The Olympics in Ancient Greece 

-» 1. Read about the Olympics in Ancient Greece. 
Who could compete In the Ancient Olympic Games? 

--,1•;:t:t·!?�tw
tate place every four ytt,s.Just as they do today. 
But unlike today. the Games were always in the 
same place ln Greece, a valley called Olympia. 
Athletes and spectators traveled ewer land and 
sea to aniw at the GamtS from all parts of 
Greece and their colonies ra.r and near. The map 
shows the large distances between some of the 
colonies and Olympia. nave] took a Jong time in 
ancient times. 

� .. 

What were the most important sporting -events1 
Some sports in the modem Olympics come to us directly from 
the Olympics tbouRnds of years ago. The famous pmua!nlon, 
a five..ffent combination of jumping, running. and wt est ling. 
and the throwing events of discus and javelin, contained 
sports that still exist in the Olympics of today! 
The equestrian events-those involving horses, such as riding 
and chariot racing-were some of the most ezdtlng events of 
the Ancient Games. 
\Vho competed in the .indent Olympics' 
Only men and boys who spoke Greek could compete in the 
01ympks. \I/omen and girls could not compete. In fact, married 
women couldn't even be �tators. tf a married woman even 
entered the stadium, she could receive the death penalty! 
In almost an events. ath1etes didn't wear any clothes. so there 
were no colorful uniforms as in today's Olympics. 
Did women ,ever partu:ipate in athletic contests' 
ln the 6th centwy B" the Heraean Garnes began and were the 
first official women's athletic competition. The Heraean Games 
also took place evety four years in the stadium of Olympia. The 
on]y sport was ruonlng. on a track one-sixth shorter than the 
men's trad::. Why? Because according to theAncientCree�a 
woman's stride (the distance between the left and right foot 
when running) was one-sixth shorter than a man's. 

2. Complete -ch statement, according to the article. Use the words below. 

track 

1. The pentathlon Is a group of five sports events. 
2. Discus and ·1ave\in are two events where athletes throw objects. 
3. An equestrian event Is one with horses. 

4. C.nariot racing was an equestrian event in the Ancient Games. 
5. The place where a running event takes place is a �t�ra=l�K __ 

3. Orcle T (true), F (false), or NI (no information), according to the article. 
1. Spectators and athletes traveled long distances to the games. (!)I F / NI 
2. The games were In a different location every four years. T t<!:)t NI 
3. Martled women could watch the men compete. T t<!:)t NI 
4. Women competed in the equestrian events. T t<!:)t NI 
5. The women's track wasn't the the same as the men's. (!)I F / NI 
6. Women athletes wore uniforms. T / F t@ 

Project Hlstoryresearcb 

--------. 

'��� 
·-----

"-rch the sports of the Ancient Olympics. In small groups, choose one of the 
sports of the pentathlon, and make a poster with facts and pictures about it. 

• Option: In pairs, have students
make the F and NI statements true. If
necessary, have them find the section
in the text that proves the statement
is false (2. The games were always in
the same place in Greece, a valley called
Olympia; 3. Unmarried women could
watch the men compete; 4. The only
sport in the Heraean Games the women
competed in was running; 6. Men athletes
didn't wear uniforms).

Project: History research 

• Read the instructions aloud. Elicit the
sports of the pentathlon and write
these on the board (jumping, running,
wrestling, throwing discus, throwing
Javelin). Divide the class into five groups
and assign a sport to each.

• Give students time to discuss their sport
and look up information on line if there
are computers in class.

• For homework students should
gather more information and print up
interesting pictures.

• Give students time in class to create
their posters.

• Invite groups to present their posters,
Encourage other groups to ask
questions and compare to information
they found about their sports.

• Finally, take a poll: Which was the most

interesting sport of the pentathlon?



Astronomy: Solstices and the phases of thenioon 

2. Choose the correct way to complete each statement, according to the article. 
1. A solstice occurs . .. 3. The moon changes from new 5. Ancient people thought both 

a. once a year. moon to full moon . . . the solstice and the phases 
@ in December and June. a. once a year. of the moon were important 
c. e,ery month. b. twice a year. for ... 

2. A solstice is ... day of the year. (s) """'Y month. a. studying the night sky. 

a. the shortest 4. A ... moon occurs when the @ growing their food. 

b. the longest moon is closest to the sun. c. haYlng lots of light. 

(s) the shortest or the longest @ full b. new c. half 

3. Circle the correct word or phrase to complete each statement. 

1.  The earth rotates around the�/ moon/ hemisphere. 
2. The moon rotates around the sun .@6)/ solstice. 

3. The Chinese Moon Festival Is based on a solstice .<i]"unar cal� the light. 
4. When it  is the longest day of the year in North America. it Is I� longest / warmest day 

in South America. 
5. The moon appears smallest when it is a full / half /�oon. 

Projecl Phases orlhc moon p
_

os;..1
_
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At the beginning of the next month, keep track of the phases of the moon for 
the whole month. Create a poster with plctuNS showing the changing phases 
of the moon and the dates they occur. 

Cross-curricular 
Reading: Units 10-12 

Cross-curricular topic 

Astronomy 

Aim 

Use English to learn about astronomy 

Exercise 1 <S"> 3•17 

• Write Solstices and the phases of the
moon on the board. Explain or elicit

that solstice refers to the time when the

sun is the furthest north or south of the

equator. Then have students look at

the image on the right to understand

phases of the moon. Ask a volunteer to

read the caption. Make sure students

understand that to rotate means to

turn on a circular motion around a

central point.

• Read the direction line and question.

Ask What do you think it means that
people celebrated the sun and moon?

(e.g., they hod special holidays and 
traditions depending on the time of 
year it was). Invite students to make 

predictions. Write these on the board to 

refer to later. 

• Play the CD or read the article aloud.

• Return to the question in the direction

line. Elicit reasons in the article and

compare to the predictions made on

the board.

ti¢�Whhl 
They celebrated the sun because they 

recognized that the sun was necessary 

for life - it provided light and helped 

food grow. 

They celebrated the moon because it, 

too, was important - it helped people 

organize their calendars and decide 

when to plant their food. 

Extra extension activity (stronger 
classes) 

• List the holidays mentioned in the

article (Midsummer's Eve in Sweden
in June; Moon Festival in Chino in
September I October). Students can

look up more information about one

of these holidays or other moon or sun

celebrations in other cultures to then

report to the class.

Exercise 2 

• Read the direction line aloud. Tell

students they will be scanning the

article and captions for specific

information. Have a student read the

example. Ask Which word will you be
looking for? (solstice).

• Have students work individually.

• Go over the answers as a class.

Exercise 3 

• Read the direction line and example.

Encourage students to first try to do

the exercise without looking back at 

the text. Then have them look back to

check any answers.

• Go over the answers as a class.

Project: Phases of the moon poster 

• Read the project instructions aloud.

Tell each student to download a blank

calendar from the Internet and then

draw an identical circle representing the

moon for each day. Explain that they

will draw a picture of what the moon

looks like every day, or as many days as

they are able or remember to look at

the moon at night. Invite students to do

an Internet search for keeping track of
the phases of the moon for an example

of what their calendar might look like.

• Divide the class into groups of three

or four. Students conduct research

individually; however, they can bring

in their calendars regularly to compare

with findings of their classmates. If there

are inconsistencies, encourage students

to look at the majority of images and

determine who may have drawn their

findings incorrectly.

• Once the research is complete all

students combine their research and

create one calendar.

• Each group presents their information

to the class. Place all posters side by

side to see if findings are similar.
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Aim 

Extend reading skills through texts written 

from the perspective of the characters 

Warm-up 

Before students open their books, write 

telephone on the board. Ask Who invented 

the telephone? (Alexander Graham Bell) 

When?(/876). Tell students they will learn 

about the beginnings of the telephone. 

Exercise 1 � 3· 18 

• Books open, focus students' attention

on Carmela. Ask Where is Carmela from 7 

(Rome, Italy). Ask a volunteer to read the

speech balloon. Ask What trends in the

past did Abby post about in Unit 3? (trends

in fashion and technology).

• Read the direction line and question

aloud. Explain that students will answer

it after reading the post.

• Play the CD or read the post aloud

while students follow. Clarify vocabulary

as needed, e.g. origin (beginning);

transmit (to send out). To illustrate "dial"

draw a c,rc/e on the board with numbered

holes. Explain that to make a call you

would s tick your finger in the hole with

the number you wanted to dial and turn

it around. Point out that dialing several

numbers took much longer than touching

buttons as we do now.

• Ask the question in the direction line.

Then read the question at the end of

the post and have students speculate.

f!1¢�WJ4;■ 
The purpose of telephones started to 

change in 1993 when a new phone 

that could send and receive e-mails 

was invented. 

Extra practice activity (all classes) 

• Ask students to scan the images. Ask

Which of the phones have you seen?

(e.g., at home when I was little, at my

grandmother's, in a museum, etc.).

Extra extension activity (stronger 
classes) 

• On the board write 2050. Tell students

to imagine it is the year 2050. In pairs,

have them talk about what life was like

in 2014 (e.g., Phones in 2014 weren't as

thin as they are now. People used to take

photos ... ).

TeenZTeen Friends Magazine 

Later, telephones began having dials and then 
numbered keys so peop1e could make their own 
calls without an operator. For a long time, people 
only u.,ed phones ln the.Ir homes or offices. Very few 
phones were ponable, so to make a call outside the 
home or office, people used a public pay phone. 

2. Circle T (true), F (false), or NI (no 
information), according to the article. 
1. Bell's telephone used an 

electrical wire. 
2. Bell Invented other things, too. 

3. The earliest telephones had dials. 
4. Early telephones had more than 

one use. T /®f NI 
5. Keypad phones aren't as old as

dial phones. (!); F / NI 

Exercise 2 

• Read the direction line aloud. Make

sure students understand that No 

information means that the article does

not discuss that topic.

• Tell students to do the exercise first

without looking back at the article.

Then they can look back for any items

they are not sure about.

• Option: Students can check their own

answers by underlining information in 

the text that supports it, e.g., item 1:

Alexander Graham Bell had a thought:

maybe it was possible to transmit

sounds, such as the human voice, over an

electrical wire. Within four years, in 1876,

Bell succeeded in making that possible ... )

Even with these developments. 
the 1990s, the !A!lephone had 
one use: to permit people to� 
others. tn 1993, however, a ni\v pho 
(the "Simon") that could send'ancl 
receive e-mails appeama..Not inany 
people bought this phonut the � 
but it changed our idea ofwbat a 
telephone could do. 

1bday, our concept of "'phone• 
includes more than maktng call& 1b 
us, a telephone is a wireless cellular 
device for downloading and listening 
to music. for watching videos; for 
taking pho<os; for uploading picliuft 
to social media; and for texting ahd 
e�mailing. ft's a device that allows 
us to navigate from place to place, 
using GPS technology. What do :,ou 
think the next development of the 
telephone will be? 

3. Choose the correct word or phrase to 
complete each statement. 
1. Bell Invented the dial/� 

2. Bell's invention permitted the transmission of 
�/ humans through a wire. 

3. Before there were dials,�/ keypads 
made phone calls for people. 

4. Something you can move is�/ 
a public phone. 

Exercise 3 

• Read the direction line aloud. Tell

students to first try doing the exercise 

without looking back at the article.

• Go over the answers as a class.

Extra practice activity (all classes) 

• Have students read the last paragraph

of the article. On the board write:

It's a device for:

and elicit all the gerunds describing

what phones do today, e.g.,

- downloading and listening to music

- watching videos

- taking photos

- uploading photos to social media 

- texting

- e-mailing

• Call on volunteers to share what they

use their phones for, adding to the list.



Much of the world's fresh drinking water 
comes from glaciers. As glaclers melt 
during the warmer months, the water 
feeds great rivers with fresh water. You 
can find glaciers In about SO countries 
around the world, on tNery continent 
except Australia. 

Whlle glaciers are made of Ice, they are In fact 
a lot like rivers. They are constantly movlng 
down mountainsides or across continents 
toward large bodies of water, such as rivers, 
lakes, or oceans. However, they move too 
slowly for us to see. In some places, where a 
glacier meets the ocean, huge pieces of the 
glacier break off and fall Into the water. 

Huge pieces or Ice break off and fall into the ocean. 

Unfortunately, be<.ause of global warming, 
temperatures are getting higher, and the 
world's gladers are melting very quickly. Thls 

A rec,nt S1udy showed that gladors m <Nna\ 
Qinghai-Tibet PlalleaU ha,egottenmt" bJ 
196kllomote!5 .... thelasl «>,...,. These 
gladers are the sour<e or liRe al the groat 
rilffilnthe world: the Yangll!! Rherii (Nna, 
the Indus Rl,erln India. am the Memlj lllw< 
In Sou-Asia. 

ls also causing the level of the ocean to rise, 
which will cause flooding and be a problem for 
people and anlmals In coastal areas. Research 
has revealed this warming and melt1ng trend 
In many areas of the world. 

2. Choose the best way to complete each 
statement, according to the article. 

1. A glacier ... like a river. 

3. Based on the information in the article, 
what are three possible predictions? 
Write check marks (✓). 

� moves b. melts c. gets warmer 
2. . .. doesn't have any glaciers. 

a. China @ Australia c. Africa 
3. People need glaciers for . 

a. ice. @ drinking water. c. research. 
4. Global warming is causing glaciers to . 

a. move. b. feed rivers. @ melt too fast. 
5. Glaciers provide water for ... 

a. global warming. @ rivers and lakes. 
c. research. 

Teen2Teen Friends 
Magazine 2 

Aim 

Extend reading skills through texts written 

from the perspective of the characters 

Warm-up 

Before students open their books, ask 

them to recall from Unit 6 what a glacier is 
(a large mass of ice) 

Exercise 1 (SJ 3-19 

• Have students open their books. Call

on a volunteer to read the message

from Abby. Ask Does anyone know what

the problems are affecting many of the

world's glaciers?

• Invite students to look at the photos.
Ask volunteers to read the captions.

• Play the CD or read the post aloud

while students follow. Clarify vocabulary

as needed. When the article says" ... the

water feeds great rivers" it means rivers

1. [Z] There will be flooding in places close to 
the ocean. 

2. 0 Huge pieces of ice will continue to faU 
into the ocean. 

3. [Z] There will be less fresh drinking water. 
4. D There will be a lot more beaches. 
5. D There Will be more drinking water for 

everyone. 
6. [ZJ Glaciers will stop providing water to the 

world's great rivers. 

get water from the melting glaciers; the 

coast is the area where land meets the 

ocean; global warming refers to the rise 

in temperatures in the world, caused 

by higher amounts of carbon dioxide 

around the Earth; in the article "These 

glaciers are the source of three of the great 

rivers ... "means the water to these 

rivers comes from glaciers. 

• Ask the question in the direction line.

f:.i¢�Wl:l;I 
Much of the world's drinking water 

comes from glaciers and they are a 

source of some major rivers. 

Exercise 2 

• Read the direction line aloud. Tell

students they can scan the article for

answers they are not sure about. For
example in item 1, they should scan

the article for river and will find in the

second column that glaciers ... are in

fact a lot like rivers. They are constantly

moving ... and get the answer. Tell

students to mark in the text where they

found their answers.

• Go over the answers as a class. Call

on volunteers to specify what part

of the article supports their answer
(2. end of paragraph I; 3. first statement

of article; 4. paragraph 3; 5. first and

third paragraphs).

Exercise 3 

• Read the direction line aloud. Instruct

students to first read through the

statements in the exercise and then

check which predictions are true. Then

have them look back at the article to 

find support for the predictions.

• Remind students to just scan for

information. For example, for item 1, tell

students to scan the article for flooding

(paragraph 3). Point out to students
that for some items they will have

to infer or form an opinion based on

information presented. Have students

do the exercise.

• Go over the answers as a class. For

item 3, point out that the article never
directly says there will be less fresh

drinking water, but we can infer by

reading the first statement of the

article that glaciers are a source of fresh

drinking water. If there is flooding and

glaciers are melting quickly, the water

will probably not be fresh and there

will indeed be less drinking water. For

item 4, the article says flooding will

cause problems for coastal areas - we

can infer this means beaches will be

affected; there definitely won't be

more beaches. For item 5, if there is less

fresh drinking water as determined

in item 3, there will definitely not be

more drinking water for everyone. For

item 6, as illustrated by the example of
China's Qinghai-Tibet Plateau in the last

paragraph, glaciers are getting shorter.

We can infer that means glaciers could

potentially stop providing water to the

world's great rivers.
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A beard college 

a couple of beat colorful 

a little behavior comfortable 

a lot believe comment 

about bell-bottom pants common 

accidental black belt communicate 

according to block compost bin 

acting blogging confirm 

active bobsledding consulate 

ad body lotion container 

addiction boring contest 

adventurous borrow continue 

advertisers boxing contribute 

advertising braces cosmetics 

brand affect costume 

afraid brave cough 

age group break in crash 

buddy crazy about ago 

air pollution bully crime 

airport bullying crime prevention 

all the time burglar crossword puzzle 

alligator burglary cultural 

already burn cupboard 

aluminum by hand currently 

animal by the way cut down 

anonymously C 
cyberbullying 

appear called D 
appearance can daily 
appointment canyon deal with 
areas capital decade 
around the world carbon dioxide decision 
arrive careful deep 
as a matter of fact cell phone dentist 
as well cemetery deodorant 
assignments certain desert 
at the same time chat design 
athletics cheap desk 
ATM cheat develop 
attractive check out diet 
avoid check-up different 
aware chemical difficult 

B cigarette digital 

back circulatory system disability 

backache claim disbelief 

backpack cleaning disco music 

bad clear disease 

bad at clear up distraction 

bad luck clearly divide 

bag clinic diving 

bathing suit coach dizzy 

be home coffee grounds do the dishes 

be supposed to cold document 

112 

door feature 

downtown feel better 

dragon festival 

drama fever 

drums filling 

dry find 

due fine 

due date finish 

dumplings firecracker 

DVD player fireworks 

E 
flash drive 

easily 
flat-screen TV 

effective 
flier 

egg shell 
flight 

flower 
electronic products 

flu 
embarrassing 

fly 
empty 

flying 
encourage 

encyclopedia 
food court 

end up 
forest 

forget 
energy 

fork 
enough 

entertainment 
fortunately 

entire 
fridge 

front door 
entry 

fun 
envelope 

environmentalist 
funny 

future 
erupt 

especially G 

even if garbage 

every get to know 

everyone else get together 

everything gift 

exam glass 

excellent go for a walk 

exercise go from door to door 

expect go out 

expedition go running 

expensive golf 

extrovert gone 

F 
good 

face wash 
good at 

factors 
good luck 

factory 
gossip 

facts 
grateful 

fall down 
grave 

falls 
guaranteed 

fashion 
gullible 

fashionable 
guy 

fast 

fat habits 

fault hair care 
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